
Speeding into the Future of Digital Service 
telegate uses advanced technology to become a service provider  
of the future

telegate AG is Germany’s second-largest provider of regional advertising and telephone 
directory assistance. With its online business directories www.11880.com and www.klicktel.de, 
smartphone and iPad apps, and software products from klickTel, telegate consumers receive 
personal contact data, business information, and news from around the region. With 
approximately one million consumers in Germany requesting information from telegate every 
day, both its online and mobile offerings are effective advertising platforms for businesses.

Rethink traditional concepts
Internet-based services continue to displace the traditional telephone — formerly the 
company’s main source of revenue. With revenues in its legacy directory assistance business 
dropping by double digits every year, telegate made a strategic decision several years ago to 
set a new course for its digital future. As such, in Q1 2014 the corporation reported revenues 
of 8.9 million euros in its digital business. This sector is growing and is already contributing 54 
percent of total revenue. Now the corporation is aggressively expanding on this concept — 
primarily through technical innovation.

For instance, the company replaced its old business IT engine, when migrating from a 
traditional, TDM (Time-Division Multiplexing) infrastructure to a combined Ericsson IMS (IP 
Multimedia Subsystem) and Genesys SIP-based contact center infrastructure. Built on a state-
of-the-art SIP protocol, IMS is capable of connecting traditional cellular (GSM,UMTS), analog 
and digital (ISDN) telephone networks with IP-based networks that use Voice-over-IP. It is all 
telegate needs to connect to LTE networks. Explaining the complete overhaul, Michael Geiger, 
Vice President Technology at telegate AG, noted: “Our infrastructure had become somewhat 
dated and was no longer able to support our business model. telegate will now be able to offer 
state-of-the-art services and even our traditional phone-based directory assistance will become 
more cost-efficient.”
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These technology advances are providing a host of new opportunities. Many service 
providers have implemented the SIP architecture, which is now the industry standard, 
since it is much easier to create new products, processes, and invoicing models.

For instance: A consumer calls up a fee-based telegate helpline. It quickly becomes 
clear that the problem being described is more complex and expert help is needed. 
Here is where the SIP/IMS model really shines. At the click of a button, the agent can 
connect the caller to a premium hotline, which charges more per minute than the other 
helpline. “This is a unique selling point of ours. With other providers, the customer 
would have to hang up and call back,” explained Guillaume Calot, Strategic Business 
Director SIP Solutions at Genesys. 

Results that convince
The joint technology of Ericsson and Genesys allows various pricing models for support 
— even allowing customers to switch from a free hotline to a hotline with one-minute or 
even one-second increments. “All of this enables our partners and us to provide brand 
new services. We don’t have to rely on block pricing and can provide a customized 
billing structure,” said Michael Geiger. 

Companies using the Genesys solution running on Ericsson IMS are now able to 
implement cutting edge multi-channel and omni-channel concepts for connecting 
customer service apps, or video or web-based chats. Compared to traditional TDM 
solutions, there is no limit to the kinds of routing that can be implemented. Cloud-based 
contact centers are also possible, so agents are not tied down to a specific workplace.

“We’re already noticing cost benefits. We know we’re on the right track with Genesys,” 
stated Mr. Geiger, who is very pleased with the initial results of the large-scale 
implementation. 

“We’re one of the first companies to make such a major change with an IMS and SIP 
integration. Thanks to the excellent support by Genesys Professional Services and the 
great collaboration between the two companies, we were able to implement this new 
system very smoothly.”

One part of the project was the integration with the company’s Siebel CRM system.  
For the future, for example, there is the possibility to integrate the website by 
implementing Genesys Digital Channels solution for web engagement. Similarly, new 
business models such as hosted contact center solutions for telegate customers or 
IP-based video services can be offered. In other words, this advanced technology has 
telegate AG on its way to being a service provider of the future.
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“Our infrastructure had become somewhat dated and was no 
longer able to support our business model. telegate will now be 
able to offer state-of-the-art services and even our traditional 
phone-based directory assistance will become more cost-efficient.”

Michael Geiger, Vice President Technology, telegate
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